The Xerox® Color C60/C70 Pro Printer is packed with new features and capabilities, giving you the widest media latitude, optimal color and outstanding image quality.

It’s built to handle the widest array of applications so you can unleash creativity and profit potential like never before.

With the ability to run media weights as heavy as 300 gsm at sizes up to SRA3+, the Color C60/C70 Pro Printer is a specialty stock powerhouse. That includes the ability to print on specialty media like polyester synthetic labels, window clings, ID cards, linens, magnets and transfer papers.

Print at 2400 x 2400 dpi on every substrate to combine superb image quality with unmatched application versatility and open the door to new, business-building possibilities.

**EXTENSIVE PAPER CATALOG**

When combined with the EFI™ Print Server, the Color C60/C70 Pro provides a paper catalog—a centralized paper warehouse database that stores attributes for up to 250 media selections—from the more commonly used to a vast array of specialty medias.

You’ll simplify the media selection workflows while running mixed-media jobs at peak speeds and highest levels of profile-based image quality.

**PERFECT OUTPUT EVERY TIME**

- Simple Image Quality Adjustment Tool (SIQA)
  - Image-to-Media Alignment. This ensures perfect image alignment and front-to-back registration regardless of sheet size or media type—saving time and eliminating costly waste due to misregistration or image skew.
  - Automated Density Uniformity Adjustment. This delivers consistent and uniform toner coverage across the sheet, preventing washed-out areas before they occur—safeguarding image integrity across the page.

**CAPTURE, PRINT, STORE, MANAGE AND DISTRIBUTE.**

Scanning can provide many benefits for businesses of every size and type. The Xerox® Color C60/C70 Pro Printer scanner can keep up with these higher demands in business. The single-pass scanner has speeds up to 200 images per minute and also can auto-duplex media from 64 gsm to 256 gsm, getting simple tasks done faster and ensuring timely access to information. Scanning documents allows for printing and creating a digital copy of any document. Scanned documents allow for the ability to archived, stored to a repository, shared on a drive, retrieved and emailed.
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Real-World Feedback on the Xerox Color C60/C70 Printers: Amazing Flexibility, Application Versatility, Professional Image Quality

When you research a product, it helps to know what others think of it. Especially others in a similar business to yours. We asked print providers to share their opinions and experiences with using Xerox® Color® C60/C70 printers. See what they have to say about the products’ flexibility, quality and power to do more.

Xerox® Color C60/C70 Pro Printer shown with High Capacity Feeder and Business Ready Booklet Maker Finisher

For more information, please contact your Xerox representative, call 1-800-ASK-XEROX or visit www.xerox.com.
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